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Download

product: sd card (firmware included) - example for a 64 mb card manufacturer: cypress device class: switch (none) characteristics: temperature - one of: temperature, humidity pre-programmed data - one of: battery level, voltage, current, time, input, and so on. program code - one of: ninebit, device firmware upgrade (dfu), content storage
(content storage) program limit - an integer or data packet value. image information - a sequence of up to 63 bytes of data. function code - one of: full, partial, and so on. function codes are defined in dfu controller. this is a 9-bit value used in dfu control point. it can be a dictionary value: if the image is only firmware, then the first two bytes

indicate the total size of the packed file. the first 8 bytes contain the checksum for the image. if the image is application data, the first 24 bytes contain the size of the payload for the application and the 0x0000 through 0x00ff bytes of the image. values can be found at the dfu_pack_size and image_payload_size in dfu contract for the
application payload size. the following is an example of a downloadable application, sdk-mode, packed into a dfu file. when the dash link goes down, the dfu target initiates the dash reconnection. the host side will disconnect from the dash network service and switch to udp/ip mode. a new dash connection will be automatically created and the

dash service is restarted. it is possible to specify the calibration procedure to be run when a new dash connection is created. also, it is possible to setup a credentials procedure to be run when a new dash connection is created.
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